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Abstract  

 Estrogen is widely regarded as an influential hormone that takes action in both brain and 

body and affects cognition, mood and  memory. Previous research shows that estrogen receptor 

alpha plays a role in neuroprotection. The hippocampus is known as the site for neuroprotective 

mechanisms and learning and memory processes. This study used male and female knockout 

mice that expressed only membrane (MOER) or only nuclear (NOER) estrogen receptor alpha to 

observe the effects on neuronal profiles in the CA1 region and the mossy fiber pathway. The 

results show that females were affected by the NOER genotype and that there was a significant 

decrease in the number of neuronal profiles as well as the length of the mossy fiber pathway.  
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Introduction 

The hippocampus is known for storing long-term memory and forming spatial 

associations. But it also houses the signaling mossy fiber pathway which is known to have 

cognitive implications (Van Kempen, et al., 2013). New research has also shown that estrogen 

has an influential role in the hippocampus. Many recent studies and reviews have found estrogen 

to be one of the leading factors of neuroprotection (Pirskanen, et al., 2005; Dubal, et al., 2001; 

Foy, et al., 2004). However, not only does estrogen protect against neuronal injury, it also 

influences mood, memory, and cognition. (Pirskanen, et al, 2005). Finding a way to utilize 

estrogen for neuroprotective therapy could be promising for diseases that directly affect the 

hippocampus structure or the integrity of cognition. However, it is essential to research the 

individual roles and the effects that estrogen and its receptors have on neurons.    

 The cellular structure of neuron cells includes dendrites, axons, synapses and terminals. 

Dendrites are structures that branch out and contains receptors that bind specific 

neurotransmitters in the synaptic cleft. Axons are extensions from the neuron cell body that 

transmits an electrochemical signal, usually over long distances. Synapses and terminals are 

found between the ends of dendrites. Synapses are the gaps between the neurons and contain 

presynaptic ending with neurotransmitters and postsynaptic ending with receptor sites for the 

neurotransmitters.  

 Estrogens have been known to induce spine synapses in the CA1 region of the female rat 

hippocampus (Tuscher, et al., 2015). The formation of these synapses is limited to females 

(Tuscher, et al, 2015), but more notably, estrogen regulation of spine synapses involves both pre- 

and postsynaptic compartments. Estrogen levels modulate presynaptic proteins that are the 

building blocks for presynaptic structures, in addition to postsynaptic proteins that control 

postsynaptic structures. Studies have also found that, estrogen receptors alpha (ER-alpha) and 
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beta (ER-beta), are found in both pre- and postsynaptic compartments (McEwen and Milner, 

2007). Individually, these receptors bind well with estrogens (Mitterling, et al., 2010).  It has also 

been noted that the estrogen receptor agonists for each receptor differentially regulate spine 

formation (Tuscher, et al, 2015) as well as pre and postsynaptic proteins (Waters, et al, 2010). 

Taken together, these studies demonstrate the importance of estrogen receptors through their 

individual roles in synaptic formation in the hippocampus.   

 As research into the brain and its functions continue, there is strong evidence of the 

extent of estrogen’s influence. More specifically, scientists have looked at the individual 

estrogen receptors. Estrogen receptor beta has been found to have a positive, and beneficial 

influence on cognition. ERβ agonists have been found to increase key synaptic proteins, 

dendritic branching and mushroom-shaped spines, and induced morphological changes within 

neurons. They have been found to increase performance in hippocampal memory-dependent 

tasks, a result which was not observed for the estrogen receptor alpha-agonist. (Liu, F , et al 

2008). This alludes to the critical role of estrogen receptor beta plays in learning and memory. 

Other studies have found estrogen receptor alpha to be a link between protection against 

neuronal injury. (Dubal, D., et al, 2001).   

Most of the estrogen receptors found in the rodent hippocampus are non-nuclear ERs 

(McEwen and Milner, 2007). These non-nuclear ERs are also found in the pre and postsynaptic 

compartments (McEwen and Milner, 2007) specifically in terminals and dendritic spines in both 

rats and mice (Mitterling et al., 2010). Not only can the receptors be found in pre and 

postsynaptic compartments, but estrogens can also change the subcellular distribution of both 

ERalpha-ir and ERbeta-ir in those profiles (Waters, et al., 2010).  
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Mossy fibers have previously been stained and detected using autometallographic (AMG) 

techniques but zinc holds new promises. ZNT3 is a zinc transporter that transports zinc ions into 

synaptic vesicles. It is proposed that zinc immunostaining using ZNT3 is an accurate alternative 

to the AMG techniques ( Chi et al, 2008).  

Statement of Purpose 

This study aims to observe the effects of estrogen receptor alpha knockouts, both 

membrane and nuclear, on female and male mice. The hippocampus, specifically CA1 and CA3 

regions, was studied to observe the effects of the ERα knockouts on synaptic profiles. The study 

also observed the effects of the ERα knockouts on the mossy fiber pathway of the hippocampus 

because the results may have further implications on how estrogen receptors relate to learning 

and memory.  

 

Methodology 

Immunocytochemistry 

All the tissue samples collected and used in this experiment were taken from the 

hippocampus of female and male mice. These mice were treated and separated into three groups 

according to genotypes: wild type (WT), membrane only ER knockout (MOER) and nuclear only  

estrogen receptor knock-out. Sections that were 40 μm thick were cut using a Leica vibrating 

microtome. These were punch coded for gender and genotype before subjected to 

immunolabeling for electron microscopy (EM) and light microscopy (LM).  

 

Electron Microscopy 
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The electron microscopy used female adult mice (N=9) that were grouped by genotype 

(N=3/group). These mice were labeled for estrogen receptor alpha (ERa) with peroxidase (ABC). 

After the immunocytochemical processing, the hippocampal sections were flat embedded in 

plastic (1 section/animal). The CA1 region was cut from each section and glued onto an epon 

block. Epon blocks were cut with a Leica ultramicrotome (70 nm thick) and collected on copper 

grids. The grids were counterstained with lead and uranyl acetate. This part of the methodology 

was performed for a related but separate experiment.  

 The sections were observed underneath an electron microscope at a magnification of 

2000. For each section, one random picture was taken of the CA1 stratum radiatum. Cellular 

structures containing peroxidase labeled ER alpha were classified according to their 

physiological characteristics as dendrites, axons, spines, glia, terminals as well as “unknowns” 

(unidentifiable structures) were noted for all images.  

 

Light Microscopy 

The light microscopy used both male and female mouse sections (N=28, N=16 female, 

N-12 male) that contained the hippocampus. These sections were also grouped by genotype: 

MOER, NOER and WT. These sections were immunolabeled for zinc transporter (ZnT3) and 

mounted onto subbed slides and dehydrated in ethanol. Researchers were blinded to the groups 

by assigning colored tape to each group before processing the sections. The slides as well as 

crucibles and other materials were marked by the corresponding colored tapes. An image of the 

ZnT3 labeled Mossy Fibers (MFs) was captured on a computer light microscopy camera for each 

section. These images were then used to measure the lengths of CA3b and CA3a and the width 
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of CA3b using Imaje J 1.45S software on each image. All the measured values were averaged for 

the three genotypes by sex.  

Statistical Analysis  

 All statistical analysis compared group means (MOER, NOER and WT) by using the raw 

data from both experiments in excel spreadsheets and computing mean differences using  JMP 

12 analysis software. One-way ANOVAs and Student’s t-test were used to determine statistical 

mean differences in both experiments. For EM analysis, the mean number of ER alpha labeled 

neuronal profiles  were compared across the genotypes. For the LM analysis the mean length of 

CA3a and CA3b length and width were compared across the genotypes and sex. The mossy fiber 

measurements were compared between sexes and genotype. The graphs were created using 

Graphpad Prism 6 with error bars depicting the mean ± the standard error of the mean (SEM).  

Results  

 

Figures 1-4 represent data from the electron microscopy (EM) study of the CA1 stratum 

radiatum 
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Figure 1: Mean Number of ERα- Labeled Spines by Genotype  

Figure 1 compares the average number of spines that were peroxidase-labeled for ERα across the 

three genotypes. The one-way ANOVA test shows that the means were highly varied, with a test 

statistic approaching significane (F >0.0569). The mean number of spines between the WT and 

NOER is statistically significant (p=0.0244). The mean number of spines between the WT and 

MOER is notably different but not statistically significant (p=0.0694).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Mean Number of ERα-Labeled Axons by Genotype  

Figure 2 compares the average number of axons that were peroxidase-labeled for ERα for each 

of the three genotypes. The one-way ANOVA was insignificant based on the statistic (F > 

0.0869), the groups lacked variability. Although the mean number of axons was not statistically 

significant between the groups, the p values were very close to 0.05. Both MOER and NOER, in 

general, had fewer ERα labeled axons than the WT mice.  The average number of labeled axons 
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in MOER was less than in WT (p=.0505) and even more so in NOER (p=.600). The p value 

between the control and NOER is 0.0600.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Mean Number of ERα-Labeled Terminals by Genotype 

Figure 3 compares the average number of terminals containing peroxidase-labeled ERα across 

the three genotypes. The one-way ANOVA test showed a significant test statistic of a high 

variability among group means (F >0.0397). The average number of labeled terminals was 

significantly lower for NOER mice than WT (p=0.0175). While the average number of labeled 

terminals in MOER mice was also significant less than that of WT (p=0.0465). 
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Figure 4: Averages of All ERα-Labeled Profiles Comparing Each Genotype 

Figure 4 compares all the cellular structures that were estrogen receptor alpha peroxidase-labeled 

across all three genotypes. The one-way ANOVA test shows a significant test statistic of a high 

variability among comparing all profiles by genotype (F> 0.0290). Considering all profiles, the 

NOER mice have significantly less labeled structures than the WT (p=0.0176). The MOER mice 

also had significantly less labeled structures than the WT (p= 0.0205).  

 

Figure 5 represents data from the light microscopy (LM) study of the mossy fiber pathway 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Mean Lengths of CA3b by Genotype 

Figure 5 compares the average lengths of the CA3b region across the three genotypes 

specifically for females. The one way ANOVA test shows a test statistic (F >0.379) proving that 

the length of the CA3b was significantly varied. However, the width of the CA3b as well as the 

length of the CA3a showed no significant variability. The length of the CA3b was significantly 

less in the NOER mice than that of the WT (p= 0.0122). However, the length of the CA3b was 
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not statistically significant, although it was less than that of the WT (p= 0.1452). No significant 

differences in the measurements for males were found. 

Conclusions 

The electron microscopy experiment compared neuronal profiles of the CA1 region 

stratum radiatum of the hippocampus. It was clear that the females had significant differences 

among the genotypes (Figures 1-3). The NOER mice show that the NOER had a much larger 

impact on the average number of spines, axons and terminals. The data shows a significant 

decrease in the number of labeled profiles, specifically with spines and terminals, between the 

WT and NOER. However, the difference between the WT and NOER with axons was only 

approaching significance (Fig. 2). The ANOVA test statistics show that  the difference between 

the WT and MOER for the axons, spines and terminals were only approaching significance. This 

data suggests that membrane ERα could have less effect on the number of labeled profiles than 

nuclear ERα. For the axons, spines and terminals, MOER and NOER both decreased the number 

of labeled profiles, using the WT averages as the baseline.  

In female mice, the CA1 stratum radiatum is influenced by MOER and NOER genotypes 

because they have altered the number of neuronal profiles labeled by estrogen receptor alpha. 

These results suggest a strong connection between estrogen receptor alpha and these genotypes. 

Both genotypes decreased the number of labeled profiles, indicating that estrogen receptor alpha 

signal conduction is reduced by MOER and even more so by NOER. Since the CA1 region deals 

with the formation of memory and estrogen receptor alpha is considered to have neuroprotective 

connections, the loss of membrane ERs could be detrimental to neural communication, 

neurogenesis, plasticity and other similar mechanisms. Since there was a significant decrease of 

labeled structures, it is reasonable to infer that nuclear estrogen receptors may function in 
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processes separate from these cellular structures and their mechanisms were ERα may be more 

heavily linked to membrane ERs in those cases. This finding provides insight into the 

biochemical interactions of estrogen and its receptors.   

 For the light microscopy study of the mossy fiber pathway of the hippocampus labeled 

with the zinc transporter (ZnT3) only females had a significant difference among the genotypes. 

Figure 5 shows that there was a significant difference in the CA3b length in females between the 

control and NOER samples. The NOER samples had a significant decrease in the CA3b length 

which would indicate a deficit in memory formation relating to the NOER genotype. It would 

also indicate that membrane estrogen receptors are highly important for the mossy fiber pathway 

conduction. The mossy fiber pathway is a signaling pathway that takes input from the dentate 

gyrus, translates this input, and helps with memory formation. The decrease in length in the 

CA3b region would negatively affect the ability to encode spatial information and create short-

term memory.  

 

Discussion 

This study could be improved upon by increasing the number of samples that were tested. By 

increasing the number of samples, the results would be further validated. There’s also a chance 

that increasing the number of samples might show a significant difference between MOER and 

NOER samples. The results from this experiment show that membrane estrogen receptors are 

critical in the actions of estrogen receptor alpha. The results also show the accuracy of the zinc 

transporter because the staining was clear and the effectiveness of using immunocytochemical 

procedures.  
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The results continue to support the idea that estrogen receptors are connected with 

hippocampal function. They also show that only females were affected by the change in 

genotype which might mean that there is a gender differentiation with estrogen receptors. Further 

research should be conducted to observe the effects of these genotypes on other areas of 

hippocampus including CA3c and CA2. Research about estrogen and its receptors will help 

provide insight on neurodegenerative diseases because it is an influential hormone. Future 

information can be used to understand and perhaps prevent or cure neurodegenerative diseases.  
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Estrogen is widely regarded as an influential hormone that affects cognition, mood and memory. 

Previous research shows that estrogen receptor alpha is directly involved with neuroprotection. 

The hippocampus of the brain deals directly with memory especially long-term memory. This 

study looked at the stratum radiatum as well as the CA3 region and the effects of the membrane 

only-estrogen receptor (MOER) and nuclear only-estrogen receptor(NOER) on neuronal profiles 

and the mossy fiber pathway by using electron and light microscopy as well as standard 



 

immunocytochemical procedures. The results show that females were affected by the NOER 

genotype and that there was a significant decrease in the number of neuronal profiles as well as 

the length of the mossy fiber pathway. This indicates that there is a significant interaction 

between the membrane estrogen receptor and estrogen receptor alpha.  
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